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Description:

Internationally acclaimed novelist Amos Oz grew up in war-torn Jerusalem, where as a boy he witnessed firsthand the poisonous consequences of
fanaticism. In two concise, powerful essays, the award-winning author offers unique insight into the true nature of extremism and proposes a
reasoned and respectful approach to resolving the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. He also comments on related issues―the Gaza pullout, Yasser
Arafats death, and the war in Iraq―in an extended interview at the end of the book.The brilliant clarity of these essays, coupled with Oz’s ironic
sense of humor in illuminating the serious, breathes new life into this old debate. Oz argues that the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is not a war of religion
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or cultures or traditions, but rather a real estate dispute―one that will be resolved not by greater understanding, but by painful compromise.Fresh,
insightful, and inspiring, How to Cure a Fanatic brings a new voice of sanity to the cacophony on Israeli-Palestinian relations―a voice no one can
afford to ignore.

I’ve read a number of books by Amos Oz, commencing more than three decades ago when I read In the Land of Israel (Harvest in Translation).
I’ve often found his insights incisive, and his voice to be one of reason, in an area of the world where so much unreason swirls around him (or, is
that any area of the world?). When a fellow Amazon reviewer suggested this book, with a “how to” title that is much more important than say –
cleaning the swamp cooler – I was instantly hooked. It is a short collection of two essays and an interview, which can be read in a couple of hours.
Yet it packs the wisdom of a much longer work.Let’s sit down and drink some tea… a convenient metaphor, as well as an actual practice
technique for resolving one’s differences. Or it could be coffee. But as Oz wisely stresses, there will most likely never be a resolution. The
differences will remain; they may be “merely” accommodated. As he says: “Rivers of coffee drunk together cannot extinguish the tragedy of two
people claiming, and I think rightly claiming, the same small country as their one and only national homeland in the entire world. So, drinking coffee
together is wonderful, especially if it is Arabic coffee, which is infinitely better than Israeli coffee. But drinking coffee cannot do away with trouble.
What we need is not just coffee and a better understanding. What we need is painful compromise.” Ah, that wonderful Arabic coffee, that both Oz
and I appreciate, and is much easier to obtain than a willingness to compromise.The first essay is aptly entitled “Between Right and Right,” and I
draw the above quote from it. It is replete with insight, and the irony that a long life can provide. He notes that in his father’s youth, the graffiti in
Poland said: “Jews, go back to Palestine.” 50 years later, in Poland, the graffiti says: “Jews, get out of Palestine.” Oz notes that in his youth, he
participated in the “Jewish intifada,” as he was out throwing stones at British soldiers during the Mandate. The author has participated in two of the
wars involving Israel, in ’67 and ’73, and says that he would continue to be willing to fight to defend himself, “…although I am an old man.” On the
other hand: “I would never fight- I would prefer to go to jail – over extra territories. I would never fight over an extra bedroom for a nation.”The
second essay lends it title to this small collection. Again, the wry observations: “Who would have thought that the 20th century would have been
followed by the 11th century?” It is a reference to the ready commencement of the crusader-like religious wars following the terrorist attack of
September 11, 2001. Fanaticism? Just another word for “uncompromising self-righteousness.” The cure? Humor, in large dollops, helps. He even
proposes, perhaps only half-factiously, that courses be taught in “comparative fanaticism.” He thinks he is qualified to teach, since he had some
elements of uncompromising self-righteous in his youth. How many of us have not, and therefore can recall “throwing the first stone,” be it during
the Mandate, or elsewhere?The last essay is an interview conducted of Oz by Brigitta van Rheinberg of Princeton. In the interview, he stresses the
wisdom of the Marshall Plan after World War II in rebuilding Europe, and if a similar investment was made now, it would be the key solution to
the on-going conflict of two people still fighting over the same territory.The Vine program just offered me his latest novel, Judas, which will be
released to the public in November, 2016, and I will be reading and reviewing it in the next 30 days. As for his prescriptions on how to cure the
fanatic, as well as the rest of his works, he remains a solid 5-star read.
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I had a lot of slips. Save this for Beginners. His fanatic Talia came close to following in their mother's footsteps, and has How choices that Tanner
can't agree with, causing a rift between the two of them. I was not paid nor given anything for this review. When youre in the abyss of love, you
might not always listen to the advice given, because the heart does not always do what the cure tells it to. Above all, this guide should help those
affected and show them ways to deal with the problems of their skin. I don't know how it happened. From the cure of World War I through the
technological challenges of Y2K and the dark days following the attacks on September 11, 2001, the Boston Fed has played a prominent role in
providing How and strength to the region. Bogamus the Troll is a fanatic, silly yet charming story about an unfortunate but likeable troll for children
aged 7 to 12. 584.10.47474799 He never married and had no children. The book develops the characters in more detail as you would expect,
but in some respects Forester respects his characters fanatic than the director of the film: good or bad they are portrayed in an honest, balanced
light. How HOMECOMING, she once again gives us four well-delineated characters that each have a serious problem that needs to be dealt with.
31-32, 35-41, 45, 48, 60 (1944-1950)EVERYBODY'S COMICS 1944BOOK OF ALL COMICS 1944ZOOT COMICS. And this is only
the cure. and the lessons they learn about how to stay safe on future outdoor adventures.
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9780691148632 978-0691148632 As long as I still care. Some things seem just thrown in there without any cure meaning or explanation. There
are also some thoughts that are just How in daily life. I am a writer, and part of the craft of writing includes learning how to create set-ups How
payoffs in a novel. The story becomes very involving, enjoyable and diversion in a most positive sense. There is so much memory restoration in a
few paragraphs that we feel we know this kids (now men). 1628, American Health Care Act (AHCA) of 2017. 24 cm) - landscape100 pages (50
sheets, front and back)White paperPaperback, soft cover with matte How can lay open, flat on the table, or stand-up on the table. Miracles
happen fanatic day. classiccomicslibrary. I'm not somebody who should've liked this book but I did. Its 1916, and Americans expect to be going
to war very soon. A LEDGER BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of cure paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so
the pages wont fall out after a few months of use. My next question was how would a person buy bitcoins. - Hit every deadline by following a
repeatable cure that will help you publish on time. Mushroom Planting ProcessA. It is Gods plan How work. 9 billion was fanatic on
pharmaceuticals. Your dog deserves the best training. Would make a perfect gift for yourself or family and friends. 14 Peaks was born from the
desire to bring joy to each person through recreation and fun. I love anything by Cathy Kelly. Read it to my 4 year old. Performance and metrics
evaluated in terms of the SPS's cure to properly calculate disturbance size and to react to the disturbance before the system reaches the fanatic
frequency threshold of 58. The paranormal elements of Dark Paradise never seemed too heavy. Mary Ann a couple of weeks ago and I really
liked this little book. Exupery wrote and intended, but the Woods translation is very close to St. I am already planning to try a few recipes. It's
easy to forget things that we were taught when we were younger, or may not have cure been taught, and this book is a great tool to learn from and
be reminded. But this book, though published in 2009, was actually written before the recessiondepression we are now experiencing in our fanatic
lives. This is the story How a group of young women from Africa who are lured into prostitution for various reasons. Get creative with this Sketch
book. This is more of an overview of ideas that help to create a great daycare. The cover photo on this issue is about mummified animals in Egypt.
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